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 Minutes of the ENA Secretaries Meeting held at 12h30 on 12th May 2016 at EUCOFEL-Fepex office | 38, rue de la Loi / Wetstraat, Brussels   Present: Tim Edwards (UK – President), Elaine M. Farrell (IE), Alba Ridao-Bouloumié (ES), Edoardo Sciutti (IT), David Brown (UK), Mina Tsonkova (BG), Maja Persson (SE), Markus Guhl (DE), Emmanuelle Bougault (FR), Marc van Hulle (BE - Legislation WG Chairman), Bent Leonhard (DK), Nele Lauwers (BE), Helma Hoff (NL) and Josep M. Pagès (Secretary General).   1. President’s Welcome. President Tim Edwards welcomed everybody and thanked Alba Ridao-Bouloumié (ES) and her organisation for hosting the meeting.   2. Apologies for absence.  Caroline Föllmi (CH), Nikos Thymakis (GR), Ronny Berdinesen (NO), Grzegorz Falkowski (PL) and Leon Smet (NL) had sent apologies.  3. Agreement of the Agenda. The agenda was agreed.   4. Minutes: approval of the minutes of the previous meeting held on 26th November 2015. The minutes of the previous secretaries meeting, held online, were agreed.  5. Matters arising from the minutes. There were no matters arising and the SG wanted to make a comment on finances, reminding to the secretaries that the deadline to pay the membership fee for 2016 was the end of May, thanking all those countries that had already paid it (BE, FI, FR, HU, IE, IT, ES, UK), and mentioning that not all participants to the Promotion Program had already paid their contribution.   6. Environmental and sustainable certifications and labels. The President explained that FSI had finished the sustainable labels benchmark tool, available on their website, and due to the fact that Harm Horlings (WG Chairman) couldn’t attend the meeting and the participants didn’t have any messages or ideas to be taken to him, it was agreed to follow this issue and to report it at the next meeting.   7. EU Legislation Working Group: President Tim Edwards proposed to add coordinators to specific areas of the WG to help Marc van Hulle (WG Chairman) and it was approved to have such sub-committees and to nominate the coordinators for each area.   
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a. Plant Protection Products SG apologised for not having progress on this issue although the President said there was no need to apologise because of the amount of work done on other issues, mostly on the Green City application. Bent Leonhard (DK) proposed to coordinate the work with EFNA (European Forestry Nursery Association) because the goals are the same. It was decided to have a committee to bring together the views and the experts of each country, and periodically make a report to ENA who would produce a statement. The first task would be to set the objectives and to nominate a coordinator. Alba Ridao-Bouloumié (ES) offered an expert from her organisation (name to be confirmed) and Bent agreed on preparing a paper with the objectives to have a clear project.  b. Future EU Plant Health Regulation SG proposed to agree on what to ask to Mr Arijs later after the meeting, and it was agreed on: - The process, the timing, how to have our voices heard in consultations that will follow - Passport design and how to use it  - DE would like to ask about the compensations and if national funding would be necessary to have the EU compensation, although this is not part of the Plant Health Regulation.DK wanted to ask about PCN (Globodera).  - IT would like to talk about the harmonisation of the BIP controls. It was agreed on keeping Marc Van Hulle, WG Chairman, also as coordinator of this issue.  c. Xylella fastidiosa.  SG had been sending updated information to all members, explained that a new modification of the EC Decision is ready to be published and mentioned that new outbreaks of the disease had been appearing in the same zones of France and Italy.  Edoardo Sciutti (IT) explained that Italy was free from Xf, except for the Demarcated Areas. He also explained that the problems in Italy are mostly political and that this situation generated discrepancy with the technical point of view in regard to the eradication. He added that growers (olive growers, not nurserymen) were going to court to ask for economic compensation for the trees eradicated.  Emmanuelle Bougault (FR) explained that the French organisation was having a meeting with the French Ministry of Agriculture during the same day.  It was agreed on having the Secretary General to coordinate this subject and to keep sending information.   d. EU Fertilizers Draft Regulation. Helma Hoff (NL) described the problem about CRFs (Controlled Release Fertilizers) with the new regulation (Commission proposal: COM(2016)157/F1) and the technical reason that there are no CFRs’ coating agents that comply with the new requirement. Tim Edwards (UK – President) added that there is a view that the 24 months’ biodegradability has not been arrived at through rigorous science-based risk assessment. 
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All participants were asked if they had sent feedback to the EC during the open consultation of the new regulation proposal: ENA, DE, UK, IE (through COPA), NL, BE and PT had replied while IT, SE, DK and BG had not done so. SE, DK and BG added it was not important for them.  The participants agreed on Helma Hoff (NL) advice to wait for now, keeping an eye on the regulation review (it could last for 1 ½ years) in cooperation with Fertilizers Europe and she accepted to coordinate this issue.   e. Combined Nomenclature Codes Edoardo Sciutti (IT) revealed that he had asked to the Italian customs agency about the compulsory need to declare the number of pieces and the weight of plants on the Intrastat. They answered that it is mandatory to include in it the weight for those companies having imports or exports over 20M€ while under this imports or exports amount the companies have to declare pieces only.  He also asked to ENA members to inform about the problems in using codes when exporting to third countries, for example Turkey, that asks to use their own codes. Finally, he offered to produce an update on the ENA information on CN Codes and to coordinate this item.   f. IAS Invasive Alien Species ENA received information from Copa·Cogeca on the status of the List of IAS of European Concern, following proposal received from NL. ENA has received feedback on this list from SE, GR, BG, IT, DE, FR and PL. The participants were informed that the first draft list would be published very soon and it seemed it could not be modified. Helma Hoff (NL) pointed out that during the assessment it is possible to ask for modifications, for economic reasons. As COPA is doing a good job on it, it was decided to cooperate with them, to send the feedback received at ENA from our members to Christiane Möllhoff at Copa·Cogeca, and to ask to meet her with the President and the SG to discuss on how to work together. President Tim Edwards emphasized it could be a good opportunity to begin cooperating with COPA·COGECA.  Bent Leonhard (DK) raised the question about the compensation for the eradication of IAS plants in nurseries because, according to their lawyers, there is not a clear way on how to proceed.  Marc van Hulle (BE, WG Chairman), insisted that we should look for good alternatives and clearly inform the customers about the alternatives, but Helma Hoff (NL) disagreed saying there are not enough alternatives and that all cultivars of an IA specie are included.  President Tim Edwards volunteered to act as coordinator on the IAS issue.  8. International Plant Names List Working Group. All members were already informed about the publication of the new editions of the Lists of Names of woody plants and perennials. President Tim Edwards thanked the Coordinator Dr Marco Hoffman and the WG Chairman Leon Smet for their job and all the participants in the WG for their cooperation. The participants of the WG were thankful they had already received the books. 
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 9. Promotion Working Group. President Tim Edwards explained that there were 8 organisations related to ENA that got together to apply for a promotion grant of 2,3M€ (2017-2019) and thanked Leon Smet (WG Chairman) and the SG for the work done. He reminded that, if we were successful, in the next term the rest of ENA members would have an opportunity to get involved. He added that the 8 members who are sharing the bid are paying for the cost, without involving ENA, that Horticonsult (external consultant) will do the work and that the management for ENA was also included in the budget.  SG asked to the attendants, on behalf of Leon Smet (WG Chairman) if they knew anyone in Brussels or in CHAFEA, in order to keep first hand contact about the ENA application, but there were not positive replies. Additionally, and to influence them, it was agreed on his proposal to produce a press release and to ask Leon to produce it.  President Tim Edwards suggested to ask to the governments of the participants to support the bid, as DEFRA in UK has done. Finally, SG informed that ENA had been registered as a small company for VAT and that if the application was successful, ENA would register as a normal business for VAT by the end of this year.  10. ENA 25th anniversary organisation The President reminded that on 19th of October 2016 it was agreed on simultaneously planting a tree in a relevant place in each country, to celebrate the 25th anniversary of ENA. Feedback from Greece (Naoussa), Serbia (Belgrade) and the United Kingdom (London, Edinburgh, Cardiff and Belfast) had been received. It was unanimously decided to go on with the project. Belgium will explore a relevant place for the EU institutions and, although it’s up to each country to find the place, the President emphasized that it needs to be a political place to give the right message. As it needs time to prepare it, ENA members are requested to work on it quickly.  It was agreed on producing, within a week, a letter of President of ENA explaining the idea and to have the details of the planting in each country by the summer meeting.   11. ENA Elections  In summer meeting ENA should elect a new president and a new vice-president. President Tim Edwards asked again if anyone would like to volunteer and, because there were no candidates, he announced he would be happy to serve as President for another term, having Jan-Dieter Bruns as vice-president. It was agreed that Tim Edwards had done an extremely good job.  12. ENA Summer meeting 2016 – Bulgaria. Mina Tsonkova (BG) announced that the program for the summer meeting is ready and he asked about the possibility to have the whole General Assembly meeting during the first session, to have more time to visit nurseries. The President suggested to schedule the main items first and, if necessary, the pending items could be discussed after dinner and Mina Tsonkova offered flexibility on it. It was agreed on sending the industry country reports in advance and to try to adapt on when to discuss them. SG informed that most countries have confirmed their participation, except France, 
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Norway and Hungary. Mina Tsonkova summarized the trip and the planned activities, SG confirmed there is a budget available for the organisation of the summer meeting and President Tim Edwards thanked her and her organisation for a very good program.   13. Flormart (Padova Fiere) presentation (IT) Edoardo Sciutti (IT) shared information from the Flormart trade show (Padua, Italy) and made a presentation of their offer to ENA and AIPH. The proposal included to give a free area of 48 m2 to those organisations and it’s up to them how to use it. Flormart also offered a turnkey stand (900€) for ENA organisations. He asked to the participants to forward this information to their members and he said he was available for any further information required, preferably during May as in the first week of June he will meet with Flormart managers at the ANVE congress. President Tim Edwards expressed his personal opinion that if ENA had the “Green City” promotion project there would be something to tell to nurserymen, next year rather than now, because even having a free place it could cost something to ENA (producing brochures, posters, etc.). It was asked about the aim of having a stand as European organisation which members are organisations too. It was said that any participation should have a clear purpose and that building an ENA profile and deciding how to do the ENA own promotion at trade shows should be made before acting. It was agreed on sharing this information with ENA members, adding this event in the calendar of the ENA website. Alba Ridao-Bouloumié (ES) also informed about the Fruit Attraction trade show in Spain and asked to include it in the ENA website calendar.  14. Date of Next Secretaries Meeting. It was agreed to convene the next secretaries meeting in Brussels on Thursday 17th of November 2016 from 12h30 until 16h30. Both Alba Ridao-Bouloumié (ES) and Edoardo Sciutti (IT) offered their offices for this meeting.  15. AOB Alba Ridao-Bouloumié (ES) asked about the possibility of enlarging ENA to integrate the whole ornamental plant sector (cut flowers, pot plants, etc.). Although most participants said the purpose of ENA is nursery stock, it was decided to rise this proposal to the next General Assembly.  Tim Edwards (UK – President) thanked again Alba Ridao-Bouloumié (ES) and her organization for hosting the meeting and adjourned the meeting at 15h00, to begin a new meeting with Mr Harry ARIJS, Deputy Head of Plant Health Unit at the European Commission DG Health and Food Safety. 


